Ratiometric fluorescence imaging of nuclear pH in living cells using Hoechst-tagged fluorescein.
Small-molecule fluorescent sensors that allow specific measurement of nuclear pH in living cells will be valuable for biological research. Here we report that Hoechst-tagged fluorescein (hoeFL), which we previously developed as a green fluorescent DNA-staining probe, can be used for this purpose. Upon excitation at 405nm, the hoeFL-DNA complex displayed two fluorescence bands around 460nm and 520nm corresponding to the Hoechst and fluorescein fluorescence, respectively. When pH was changed from 8.3 to 5.5, the fluorescence intensity ratio (F520/F460) significantly decreased, which allowed reliable pH measurement. Moreover, because hoeFL binds specifically to the genomic DNA in cells, it was applicable to visualize the intranuclear pH of nigericin-treated and intact living human cells by ratiometric fluorescence imaging.